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Release Notes 2009-02-15
Config db ntf: 20090215185500

Analyze db ntf: 20090215185500
Windows Version: 1.6.35.401 :: MAC OS X Version: :: Linux Version: 

Eclipse Plugin:

Major Improvements: 8.5 Gold release support, enhanced bookmark management Action, fixed a problem with roaming of ID files

Configuration Database

FIX Fixed the problem that managing the sametime password did not work with location management

FIX Fixed the problem that the instant messaging tab was not visible when working in the configuration database with a Notes 8.x client and 
wanting to specify changes for client < Notes 8.

ENHANCE
MENT

Added the following fields to bookmark management: Bookmark Class, Protect Bookmark Title, and Bookmark Alias -
this allows for management of all "System"-Bookmarks, such as - for example - Addressbook, Todo, Create Contact etc. bookmarks
The information as to which class should be used for which bookmark is available from a (Marvel)clients bookmark.xml (in 
WorkingDirectory\temp)
(The class field accepts values from 1 to 6)
- requires DLL update

ENHANCE
MENT

Added version information to the template properties (for display in the properties dialog if databases inheriting the templates design)

Analyze Database

FIX Reduced the likelyness of replication conflicts to occur in the Analyze database when using scheduled auditing (=background agent to 
automatically audit new/changed documents)

ENHANCE
MENT

Added version information to the template properties (for display in the properties dialog of databases inheriting the templates design)

.DLL Updates (Windows)

ENHANCE
MENT

8.5 Gold Release (from 1.6.31.392)

FIX Fixed a problem with the local database scanner: if a desktop icon pointed to a local database, which again could not be opened due to 
local access protection
(e.g. encrypted with a different ID than the current one), any further desktop icon management actions would fail, as the DLL then stopped 
loading the desktop.
- this did not cause any problems other than desktop icon actions not working in such (rather rare cases).

FIX Fixed a problem with filebased roaming of ID files - in previous releases, the ID file would only roam if not already existent on the target 
setup or if the KeyFilename in notes.ini changed during roaming.
Now, the ID file also roams along if KeyFilename remains unchanged, but the ID file as such has changed.

ENHANCE
MENT

Extended logging regarding automatic Notebook (==workstations WITH battery bay) detection
- On Windows, Notebook detection relies on WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation host);
if you encounter problem with automatic Notesbook detection, you may want to look at the following document:
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/scriptcenter/topics/help/wmi.mspx#EQKAC

.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

not 
available

not available

.so Updates (Linux)

not 
available

not available
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